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Thank you for the inquiry into Flagship’s Catering Services-  

We offer 2 tiers of Catering; 1) Pickup Orders, which are mostly cooked & ready for you to heat & serve. And 2) 

On-site Staffed parties. We have done parties from 2 to 150, although we prefer to stay around or under 60 

Guests, it’s just a little more in our comfort zone. We’ve absolutely done parties of your size before, to rave 

reviews! Chef Eric and his partner Carla are Flagship’s on-site Dynamic Duo. They are amazing.  

Here are some things to know about our abilities & limitations:  

We are not party planners, nor can we supply tents, tables/chairs, etc. We frequently work with Classic Catering 

for those goods. That said we don’t administrate the rentals, the client works directly with the rental company. 

We do have some interesting resources to provide you with, for your own booking, like DJ’s, Magicians, 

Specialty Supply houses & more. We do however, have a fantastic arsenal of specialty cooking equipment 

(rotisseries, grills, woks, etc.) which may provide some rental savings to you.  

Our on-site fees for this year have been as follows-and it may change for 2022. Chef on-site, $800. 

Servers/assistants book at $45/hour with a 4-hour minimum, adjusted per real time worked post-event. 

Additional on-site Chefs-if needed-will also bill at a flat rate if booked.  

To date, we have left the Gratuity up to the Client’s discretion, but we may be changing that policy to the more 

typical industry standard where a percentage becomes an automatic line item on the invoice. And if the spirit 

moves you, additional gratuities are always much appreciated. We will be having a planning meeting in January 

or February to decide new policies for the ’22 season.  

Menus: Please review our Catering Menu on the website. This is merely a starting point. We have many more 

menus we can send for your perusal, and frankly most of the menus we create with the Client are bespoke. 

Pricing is then given as a bid for approval and the menu can always be adjusted up or down. Chef Eric really 

enjoys this process, and we have had the absolute best feedback from Clients regarding their satisfaction.  

Pricing, as mentioned, is always based on the menu, but generally we are on the higher end, since we all have 

extremely well-versed capabilities and produce 100% scratch-made food, with top-shelf ingredients only.  

I hope this gives you an informed starting point as you go into planning. We’d be happy to meet with you here 

at the shop any time before the end of the year. Flagship closes for January & February annually.  

Thanks again, we look forward to hearing from you.  

As ever, 

Rachel Collins 

Chef Eric Fakouri, 

Carla Wilkerson 
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